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Bill Strong Enterprises, inc.--Request

for Reconsideration
DIGEST:

1. Prior decision holding that solicitat-ion
provision required that award be made to
the low aggregate bidder is affirmed.

2. The deterninntion to terminate an improperly
awarded contract involves among other things
consideration of the seriousness of the pro-
curement deficierncy, the degree of prejudice
to the integrity Of the competitive system and
the extent of performance. GAO affirms prior
recoiunendation to torminate contracts awarded
under solicitation ins view of fact that the
preservation of competitive system outweighs
the impact of the termination costs of the
contractors who have not begun performance.

Mitchell Construttion Company, Inc. (itchell),
and Bill Strong Enterpries, #Inc. (DLSEI), request

I reconsideration of our decision in Northeast Construc-
tion Company, 61 Comp. Gen. _ (B-20C5246,April 1,
,-'l1982),782-1 CPD 293, in which wet sustained Northeast's
protest against the award of separate contracts tp
those firms under invitation for bids (1FB) No. F0865-
81 B-0174, issued byt the Departmert of the Air Force.

Wle affirm our prior decision.

-Ii The XFB siolicited, a base bid for replacement of
.a' windows (item 0001) and' rehabilitation of Iitchens

*) and bathrooms (item 0002) In specified housing units
and included five deductive bid items decreasing the

!.4 number of units in which rehabilitation work would be
done. Paragraph 10 of the IPB standard X.orzal (SF) 22

,FI advised that the Government might accept any Item 6o-

¼, t combination of items. Paragraph 34 called for awarc
|j to the low aggregate bidder for the first base bid
I item minus those deductive bid itema providing the
*{( most work within available funding.
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Northeast, the low aggregate kidder, argued that
IFB paragraph 22 precluded multiple contract awards
because that paragraph defined the term "item" in para-
graph 10 as "schedule," and the IFB included only one
"schedule," comprised of seven bid items, Northeast
insisted that the IFB, which had not included the
required clause for evaluation of multiple awards Bet
forth in Defense Acquistion Regulation § 7-2003.23(b)
(Defense Acquisition Circular No. 76-26, December 15,
1980), had failed to notify bidders that multiple
awards were contemplated.

We held that paragraph 34 of the IFO stated the
controlling basis of bid evaluation and award and
that paragraph required an aggregate award for the
base bid items provided such a bid fell within the
funds available for the project. We found that items
0001 and 0002 had constituted the IFB's base bid
requirements and that the remaining five deductive
bid items pertained only to the rehabilitation of
kitchen and bathroom work in item 000?. We concluded
that paragraph 10, as modified by paragraph 22, merely
preserved the contracting agency's right to award
schedules, not items, separately. Moreover, we also
concluded that the definition of the term "Item" as
"schedule" expressly applied only to paragraph 10
of SP 22 rather than to that term as it had bean used
in the rest of the IFB.

Mitchell, the awardee on item 0001, contends
that we were incorrect in finding that paragraph 34
had controlled award. Mitchell asserts that 4e failed
to note that the five bid items listed as deductive
bid items were not deductive items for determining
the low bidder. According to Mitchell, these items
were actually alternate bid items, applicable in lieu
of bid item 0002 not as a reduction of bid item 0002.
In addition, Mitchell argues that we disregarded the
fact that paragraph 34 had been written in the "singular
tense" and, consequently, applied only to bid item 0001,
not both items 0001 and 0002. In this regard, Mitchell
asserts that if the Air Force had intended Items 0001
and 0002 to have constituted a base bid as our prior
decision suggests: the bid form could have easily
provided an additional space to complete a base bid
consisting of the totals of items 0001 and 0002.
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Mitchell points out that there was, however, no such
space in the ;OId form, In view of the asserted
inapplicability of paragraph 34 of the IFB, Mitchell
takes the position that paragraph 10, which had pro-
vided for multiple awards, remained effective and,
thus, not altered by the provisions of paragraph 34,

Mitchell's argument that paragraph 34 of the IFB
was inapplicable for determining award disregards our
finding that the term "base bid item" in the paragraph
consisted of items 0001 and 0002. We pointed out the
narrative statement preceding the seven bid items
stated that the contractor was to perform all work
required to rehabilitate the kitchens and bathrooms
in 333 housing unitn (Item 0002) and replace awning
windows in 999 units (item 0001), Therefore, we con-
cluded that this conjunctive narrative description of
the agency's requirement indicated that the Air Force
had not contemplated making multiple awards at the
time of issuance of the IFB, Moreover, we disagree
with Mitchell's assertion that the five items listed
in the IF' as deductive items were actually alternate
bWd items in lieu of item 0002. These five bid items
were clearly deductive in nature ranging from bids on
the rehabilitation of kitchens and bathrooms in 312
of the 333 housing units (item OOO2AA) to bids on the
rehabilitation of kitchens and bathrooms in only 228
of the 312 housing units (item 0002AE).

DSEI, the awardee on item 0002, aiso contends
that our prior decision was based on Amproper inter-
pretation of the terms of the IF3. In 1f$EI's opinion,
any reading of the I213 should have led a bidder to the
clear and concise language of paragraph 10, whic.h gave
the Government the option to accept. any single bid
item or combination of bid items unless otherwise
precluded by the IPH, ISEI goes on to assert that
paragraph 22's substitution of the word "schedule"
for the word "item" means that IFQ items 0001 and 0002
were redesignated as "schedule" No. 0001 and "schedule"
No. 0002. DSEI therefore claims that the IFf had
given the contracting agency the right to make either
an award of "schedule" No. 0001 or "schedule" No. 0002,
or a combination of both, depending upon which nornbina-
tion cf bids was the most advantageous to tJ.e Government,
price and other factors considered.
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With respect to paragraph 34 of the IFRI flSEI
contends that "schedule" No. 000., the rehabilitatIon
of kitchers and batblroomng, was the only "achedule"
containing deductIve bitd items, Consequently, BSEI
argues paragraph 34 means ronly that the lcw bidder
under "schedule" No. 0002 would be the bidder offering
the low aggregate amount for the first or base bid
item of "schedule" No. 0002 and that paragraph 34 did
not apply to "schedule" No. 0001.

The multiple award provisions of paragraph 10
were applicable only If the IFB did not otherwise
preclude multiple awards. Since paragraph 34 specif-
ically stFl4ted that the low bidder for award would be
the responsible bidder having the "low aggregate
amount," we feel that 13SEIrs emphasis on paragraphb 10
is Inappropriato. Further, we cannot accept BSEI's
position that because Item 0002 had been the only item
with deductive items, paragraph 34 pertained only to
item 0002. As stated above, the award to the low
aggregate bidder in paragraph 34 pertained to the first
or base bid, which, in turn, pertained to both bid
items 0001 and 0002 tocjether.

BSFI also asserts that our prior decision appeared
to have accepted Nlortheast's position that the IFB
included only one schedule and, thus, failed to give
proper effect to paragraph 22 of the IFO, which had
given the Government the right to make award of any
or all 'clhedules of any bid. According to J3SRI, the
only way to give each item a viable application Is to
logically assume a possible award of a "schedule"
0001 (replacing windows) and an Independent award of
"schedule" 0002 (rehabilitation of kitchens and
bathrooms). However, as pointed out in our prior
decision, lthe FB coniainn only one "Bidding Schedule."
Therefore, we sce no basis for !SEI's argument that
bid items 0001 and 0002 should have constituted two
separate schedules.

In our prior decision, we noted that because the
Air Force had stated that It intended items 0001 and
0002 of the IFB to be severable, a resolicitation of
the procuremer.t on a basis that permits multiple awards
would normally have been the appropriate course of
action. However, in view of the fact that all bids ha1 d
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been exposed, that the difference between the aggregate
award basis and the item award basis was $11,210 on a
$2,298,400 aggregate 'bid, that resolicitation of the
same work on a different award basis would create an
auctiontatmosphere, and that award on An aggregate basin
would meet the Government'a needs as well as art award on
a multiple basJs, we recomniended that the awards to
Mitchell and BSEI be terminated for the convenience of
the Government and that award be made to Northeast,
instead of resoliciting the procurement.

U8SI charges that the recommendation In our prior
decision did not taXe into atccount terminition costs.
bSE1 alleges that, although Mitchell's termination coats
are not in BS8EI's possession, a $25,000 figure is easily
supnportable. "SEI further alleges that it will have
approximately $35,000 in termination coats. Consequently#
BSEI contends that the resulting costs front the termina-
tion of the awards suill be at least six timres the $11,210
figure referenwed in our prior decision.

,The Air Force 3tates that in response to our prior
decision, It took Immediate action to terminate the
contracts for convenience, In response to termination
notifications it issued, the Air Porce states that
Mitchell and rBSEI submitted termination claims with a
minimum combined value of $71,394.78 and a po6sible
maximum value of P214,234.78, If PSEI's claim for
anticipated profitsB were allowed. .AXthotgh the claims
have not been audited by the Air force, lhe agency
states that much of the $71,394.78 rep.rehants valid
termination costs to the two contractors. Tlhe agency
indicates that it stands ready to implement any decision
that may be forthcoming from our Office. ilowover, final
termination action is boing held in abeyance until this
decision is rendered.

We recommended award to Northeast in our prior
decision without a discussion of the feasibility of
terminating the contracts because neither contractor
received notice from the Air Force to proceed with
the work, and we assumned that the effect of the
terminations would be negligible.
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Generally, the determination of whether an
improperly awarded contract should be tgrminrted
involves the consideration of several factors, includ-
ing the seriousness of the procurement deficioncy, the
degree of prejudice to other offerors or the Integrity
of the competitive proctiromont systen, tle good fAith
of the parties, the extent of performance, and the
impact of a termination of the procuring agency's
mission, See5 5 ysttem Development Corporation$ fl-19119"tb
Auust 31, 1978, 78-2 ci' 159. Wlith respect to the
effect of termination costs oni the determination whether
to terminate a contract, we have expressed the opinion
that the praoervation of the iitegrity of the competi-
tive system &ay outweigh the foat to the Government of
termination. See, eq., iStott Briquet Company, Inc., A
Division of La'eioaWInduutr1, -3-194144, July 31, 1979,
19-2 CA) ,5 Dataroint Corporation, U-186979, May 18,
1977, 77-1 cW-40o m nilarly, we have stated that in
the absonce of any Ind3ication of a substantial aciverso
impact on the mission of the procuring agency, the
preservation of the integrity of the competitive system
outweighs the possible administrative inconvenience and
disruption which might accompany the corrective action.
See Las Vegas Cciniunications, Inc., B1-195966, July 22,
1980, 80-2 CPD 57.

JISEI claims $142,840 in gross profit lost from any
termination by the Air Force. However, the law Is clear
that settlement of a termination for convenience does
not include anticipated profits. See Nolan Brothers v.
United States, 405 F.2d 1250 (Ct. Cl. 1969). Even An
cases where the Court of Claims believed that the
Government had wrongfully canceled contracts, recovery
of anticipated profits was not allowed. See Defense
Acquisition Regulation § 7-602.29(a) (1976 oct.) and John
Reiner:' Coo v. United States, 325 F.2d 43E, Brown &
Son Electric. Co. v. United States, 325 P.2d 4(Crht.
Cl. 19637;# BOI does suggest NFiat it~will he able to
recover for lost profits under broacri of contract
because the IFB had included an incorrect termination
for convenience clause. The Air rorce informs us,
though, that the IPB did contain the proper termination
for convenience clause. Therefore, the agency
asserts that BSEI is limited to the contractual remedy
provided by the IFU.
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Of the 471,394.78 in other projected termination
for convenience coats given bl Mitchell and BEIR
$.53t127990 Pre for allocated overhead and tho obtain-
ing of performance nnd payment bonds. Mitchell also
crAdms 02,032,90 in bid preparation costs and 52,O36.98
in legal foes incurred In respono* to Northeast's
protest, While recognizing that Mitchell and RSEI Jan
recover a portion of their conts in obtaining performance
and payment boncs, Northeast challenges the companios'
right to recover the full cost of the borncl on the
grounds that the Air Force's notice of termination was
issued befocre any notice to proceed with the contract
work, Coliseequently, Northeast '.rgues that the sureties
for the bonds had no risk and that Vheir chayges to
Mitchell and PSEI should be commensurate with this fact.
As to the claims for overhead, Northeast assorts that
without contract biJling6 iasulting fro'r contract work
thatl has actually proceeded, thern cannotf be overhead
costs to the extent claimed by Mitchell and BSEI.
Finally, Northeast argues that bid preparation costs and
legal fees '.ncurrod in response to a protest are not
legally recoverable under a termination for convenience
action.

In any event, even assuming that a subataritial
portion of 071,394.78 in claimed termination costs cpn
be recovered';by Mitchell and BSEI, we think that tle,
preservation'of the integrity of the conmpetitive system
outweighsn the effect of claivsm termination costs on this
$2,3 million dollar procurement. In our prior decision,
we emphasized that the award of a contract pursuant to
advertising statutes mu&t be made on the same terms that
were offered to all bidders. In this regard, we stated
that because paragraph 34 of the IP13 had clearly advised
bidders that an aggregate award was contemplated, any
awahd made under the IFB must have boon made to the low
aggregate bidder notwithstaNnding that such an award would
cost the Government more than multiple awards would have
cost. See Com-Tran of' MichI aqp_1nc., B-_O_045,
November 28, 1980, 80-2 CPD 407,

Thiorafore, we affirm the recommendation In our
prior decision that the contract awards to tMitchell

'I,
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antI BSEI be terminated for the convenience of the
Government, tA:d that aln award be made to lEovtheast.

)4v Comptrol7l P-cral
of the United Statos




